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Abstract

Retail banking is experiencing a sea change. There is continuing margin
compression, operating cost stress, and increasing regulatory and compliance requirements that
are causing banks to rethink their business models or freeze in their tracks. Providing products,
services, and delivery channels for both legacy customers, as well as the different and growing
Generation Y demographic, are significant challenges. To deal with these difficulties, many banks
wisely are reexamining their customer experience strategies. And, because of them, a wellexamined and strategic customer experience approach is actually more crucial to retail banks
than to other types of businesses.
This whitepaper examines how—in light of the shifting banking landscape—an optimized
Interactive Voice Response (IVR) program is more important than ever as an element of overall
customer experience. Research and anecdotal evidence directly from bankers indicates that
when used appropriately, IVR can reduce costs and promote customer satisfaction and loyalty at
a time when both are desperately needed.
.
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Problem: Superior customer experience
across all channels is lacking
Banking in the United States is facing unprecedented

challenges to its business model, and banks have experienced
negative financial trends for the past several years.
The number of banks declined more than

Prepaid companies, for example, that

11 percent from 2008 through 2011, and

gained a foothold by serving under-banked

the number of branch offices declined

segments, are now moving upstream to

by more than 2 percent to 97,327.1 Net

capture banks’ target demographics.

interest margin and noninterest income
are declining while operating expenses

In addition, entrenched IT and operating

are increasing. On average, it now takes

systems are limiting the retail banking model.

just over 61 cents to generate a dollar of

The legacy IT architecture for banks was

revenue compared to 59 cents in 2008.

designed for 20th century business models.

New regulations and legislative oversight

Now profit-starved banks are getting left

have bolstered the financial pressure. The

behind as technology used to manage

Dodd-Frank Act, The Consumer Financial

businesses, interact with customers,

Protection Bureau, the CARD Act, Regulation

and analyze business intelligence data

E, and new capital requirements required by

is rapidly advancing into the future.

Basel III are increasing costs, limiting product
flexibility and pricing, and have the potential

One tactic banks are employing to mitigate

to further commoditize banking products.

the financial pressures is increasing account

A major disruption is also taking place as new,

fees. Not surprisingly, a 2012 banking

unseen entrants that are not legacy-bound,

satisfaction survey indicates that consumer

are attacking the very core of the banking

satisfaction with bank fees, primarily monthly

business model.

maintenance fees, is continuing a downward
trend from 2010 and 2011 levels.2
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Research overwhelmingly indicates that at a time of mounting

consumer dissatisfaction, it is more crucial than ever for banks
to focus on creating positive customer experiences:
• A
 mong all businesses, banks have the

• A 2011 survey by Capgemini indicated

highest correlation between customer

that 55 percent of customers would

experience and loyalty.3

consider leaving a bank due to quality of

• A
 customer survey by PwC shows that
consumers ranked personalized customer
service as one of the most important bank

service.6 This was the number one reason
customers would consider leaving.
• A
 Forrester survey reports that

features.4 It is also reported that 27 percent

trustworthiness and good, friendly customer

of the respondents want better or more

service are the two most important

personalized customer service and 49

indicators of customer retention.7

percent called their customer service center
within the past six months.
• A
 Banks Systems & Technology article
stated: “...while a few banks have won over
their customers with excellent service and
benefits, others are in imminent danger of
losing up to a third of their consumer clients.”5

• M
 ercator stated that the top reason for not
changing primary financial institutions was
good customer service.8
• B
 anks are able to offset dissatisfaction
with fees through other areas, namely
problem resolution, according to J.D.
Power and Associates.9

With this evidence in mind, paired with the fact that
most banks can no longer entice customers with
lower costs, it is clear that banks must focus on
retention through enhanced customer experience.
5
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Solution: Why Interactive Voice Response?
While in-person transactions are declining, mobile and

web services are growing. Research shows that the phone
channel (Call center + IVR) has remained steady since
2007 with a slight upward trend forecasted to 2015.

Source: ABA/ Nielsen
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• The graph shows that the phone channel

channel as dying and IVR as a nuisance

is the stalwart among all banking channels.

technology. However, IVR, when optimized,

Other channels rise and fall, but the phone

has been shown to have a positive effect

channel remains steady. Even though

on customer service scores along with cost-

it may be overshadowed by growth in

savings. Self-service can lead to high rates

internet and mobile, the phone channel

of satisfaction because customers can get

is not going away any time soon.

what they need more quickly and with less
effort. As this approach has been adopted by
more enterprises the channel has remained

more transactions than ATMs and

steady in terms of usage. The bank channel

more transactions than branches.

use trends graphic depicts an ABA/Nielsen
analysis of channel usage trends.10
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Additionally, surveys conducted by the American Bankers Association
(ABA) show that telephone banking increased as a preferred channel
from 2010 to 2012:10

PREFERRED BANKING METHOD 2010
Mobile

3%

PREFERRED BANKING METHOD 2012
Unknown

Unknown

7%

Mobile

6%

Telephone

8%

6%

Mail

Mail

8%

Internet Banking

35%

ATM

15%

8%

Internet Banking

39%

Telephone

8%

ATM

Branches

25%

12%

Branches

18%

Some banks may wonder why they

There will always be instances for which

should be concerned with a channel

customers must call for additional service,

that seems to represent only a small

although it will be different circumstances

fraction of customer interactions.

for different demographics moving forward.
For example, legacy customers will continue

7

Examining interactions from a different

to rely on the phone channel like they have

perspective indicates the phone channel

in the past (some simply prefer it over other

might be more important than the trend

customer interaction methods), and younger

data demonstrate. An analysis of data from

customers will rely on it when they can’t

Forrest on bank channel use, shows that

solve problems online. The contact center

44% of adults have used the IVR and that

holds a special place in that talking with an

this group interacted with the IVR 20.3 times

agent is the first place everyone goes when

over the past 12 months.11 For most banks

they cannot solve their problems through other

this indicates a meaningful segment of their

means. For example, when a customer’s

customers is consistently using the IVR.

mobile banking app doesn’t work, they’re going
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Although nearly every bank already employs
IVR today, in most instances it has become a
“set it and forget it” technology.
to reach for help via the phone channel.

Although nearly every bank already employs

Nowhere else is the IVR a more important

IVR today, in most instances it has become a

front door to the business than in banking.

“set it and forget it” technology. And many banks

Even during agent interactions, the IVR is

have avoided renewing or replacing outdated

a touch point (authentication, routing, and

IVR systems, which is also a mistake because

other functions that occur) that can create

new IVR technology enables banks to delight

a meaningful customer experience.

customers while simultaneously benefitting the
business in a multitude of ways. Banks were

Once within the phone service channel,

early adopters of IVR technology and their

there will continue to be times when a

systems are showing their age. Many banks

live agent is needed. However, IVR offers

have avoided upgrading or replacing their IVR

banks a cost-effective and easier way to

systems because they are under the impression

serve customers calling for many of the

that they are as good as they are going to get.

most common inquiries, including balance

Considerable improvement is possible and a

checks, transfers, address changes, etc.

lack of attention to IVR performance results in a

Additionally, employing self-service can

missed opportunity for banks.

significantly keep a bank’s service costs
down. A Booz & Company report on bank call
centers showed that calls handled by agents
cost about $4 compared to the cost of calls
on an IVR channel of just 10 to 15 cents.12
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Telephoning a live representative
remains the most frequently used
customer service channel, and its
usage is relatively consistent over
time and across generations. This
shows that customers are not
abandoning the traditional customer
service channels in favor of newer
ones but are increasing the total
number of channels they use when
interacting with companies.13
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What bankers say: The Importance
of Customer Experience and IVR
Bretton Woods, Inc. surveyed a large national bank with $1

trillion in assets, a regional bank with assets of more than $20

billion, and a smaller community bank with $2.5 billion in assets
to determine their views on customer experience strategies for
the contact center and what they see changing in the future.
An analysis of USAA’s recently upgraded contact center revealed that use of “natural
language” in the IVR system “not only recognizes spoken words (as previous generations of
IVRs do) but also picks up on subtleties.”14 Additionally, intelligent routing “will help us better
understand [customer] intent, and then in a more precise way, route the call to the most
appropriate agent.”

1 |

All Agree of the Importance of Customer Experience

2 |

Channels are Typically Siloed Organizationally, but Must Be Re-thought

3 |

Integration is Needed and Initiatives are Currently Underway to Achieve This

4 |

Social Media Will Play an Increasingly Important Role

5 |

Contact Center will be a Linchpin with IVR as the Front Door

6 |

IVR is Expected to Play a Significant Role in Expense Reduction and
Enhancing the Customer Experience
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TOPIC

NATIONAL BANK

REGIONAL BANK

COMMUNITY BANK

Importance
of Customer
Experience (CX)

Very important.

CX is key; However, we do a poor job of
capturing and measuring VOC at any delivery
channel. We do not have good numbers for
the lifetime value of our customers and we
have zero metrics for the cost of poor quality
(COPQ). We do a better job of attracting new
customers than retaining the old ones.

CX is very important. We
recently built a client care
group and we hired a
manager focused on the
Gen Y consumer.

Is CX Important
Across All
Channels?

Important but not
integrated. A more
integrated strategy
in one to two
years.

Executives say yes… but our product
managers decide what’s important.

Yes, but the branch is not
yet fully integrated.

Most of the time decisions are based off
what makes us revenue, not what enhances
customer experience.

We experience system
constraints with multiple
vendors.

IT designs solutions and implements with
little-to-no input from support teams.
Product managers, IT and support all report
to different areas within our organization.
Further, product managers and IT presently
have no accountability for customer impact of
change.
CX Strategies

New proprietary
initiatives expect
to be a significant
differentiator.

In the process of making customer impact a
significant part of our annual accountability.
The support team is meeting with IT monthly
to review customer impact events.
The support team is providing customer
impact statistics for inclusion on critical
incident reports.
We are heavily engaged in customer
satisfaction surveys for 2013 (email and
IVR). Also, there is talk about creating a CXO
position, or at least a CX board.

Role of the
Contact Center
in Five Years

It is strategic.

The bank is shifting more towards self-serve
and closing expensive branches. As a result,
customers are relying more heavily on the
contact center.
Chat and mobile technology with click to call
functionality is driving up call volume and
customers rarely have the need to visit the
branch anymore.
Since they no longer make as many personal
connections with branch personnel, more
customers tend to call the 800 number for
assistance instead of the branch.
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We are trying to offer selfservice if the client wants it.
We are also improving
interaction with clients to
grow relationships.
We have invested in
systems to enhance CX.

It is strategic.
We see the contact center
of the future being elevated
to a virtual branch with
the ability to process debit
card orders, execute wire
transfers and accept loan
applications online.
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TOPIC
Change
Preparation

Role of Voice
Channel (IVR
and Agent)

NATIONAL BANK

REGIONAL BANK

More integrated
We are looking to replace our very outdated
with social strategy technology over the next two years. We’re
for customer care. also utilizing more remote workers to attract
and retain talent. We changed our scorecard
Focus on more
KPIs to focus on FCR and CSAT – formerly
than inbound
the focus was on AHT and CPH. We ensure
communications
everyone understands their role and the
and will be a key
impact of their performance on the customer
driver for good
experience. Our agents understand they
customer service.
are often the only “face” of the bank our
customers “see”.

We are investing in new
technologies, better
organization and managers.

IVR not going
away but evolving.
It will have a
significant role
along with the
addition of other
channels.

IVR remains very popular
with 50,000 calls per
month. Our call center
agents take 10,000 calls
per month.

The voice channel is growing as our branches
shrink. We continue to replace branches
with stand-alone ATMs with deposit-enabled
technology.
There is talk about offering video chat to
the contact center from kiosks. The bank
sees the contact center as a value-add, less
costly channel than our branch network. We
continue to centralize non-sales activities
in the contact center to free-up branch
associates for selling.
We are trying to drive as many calls possible
through the IVR. We meet monthly to discuss
ideas for utilization and additional self-serve
options. We have a decent containment
rate right now, but we have lots of room for
improvement.

Channel
Organization

COMMUNITY BANK

All channels are
siloed with some
cross platform
coordination. This
is expected to
change in one to
two years.

They are siloed.
However, the contact center is involved in all
customer impact projects and drives delivery
dates.
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We believe the Gen Y
customer will become
our key customer over
the next ten years so we
are invested heavily in
meeting their needs and
building relationships
for the long term.

We have two different 800
numbers and we want to
integrate to one number
where IVR will be first in
order.
The voice channel will
definitely remain. We
initially thought it would
go away, but in more rural
markets, regardless of age,
people use it.
In high tech metro
environments customers
are more mobile oriented
and more tech savvy.
They are now starting to
blend together but have
been historically siloed.
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TOPIC
Move
Toward Agile
Infrastructure

NATIONAL BANK
Moving in that
direction. We want
to take an inquiry,
sale or research
starting in one
channel and have
it seamlessly
picked up in other
channels.

REGIONAL BANK
Not formally… video kiosks are a possibility.
However, click to chat or call is prominent
across relevant channels as well as our 800
number on all merchandise.

COMMUNITY BANK
We are investing in several
new systems and working
to integrate with our core
legacy systems.

Social
communication will
be massive. Banks
are late to this
game.
Financial Services
in Context
of People’s
Lives Today

Consumer get
It is rapidly changing.
information
differently and
they interact
differently with the
financial institution.
Just look at how
consumers pay
bills today versus
years past.
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Consumer expectations
are quite different among
the generations.
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Forecast/Suggestions for the Future
While the mobile and online customer service channels are
growing, the phone channel will remain integral for banking

customers. Because of the earnings pressures and changing

consumer expectations facing banks today, IVR systems will

play an increasingly important role in both cost reduction
and maintaining clientele.

Today it is likely that 20 percent of a financial institution’s
customers generate the majority of its profits.15 Banks can
afford to supply dedicated bankers to these customers.
However, the 80 percent of the remaining customers
cannot be ignored. Many of these marginally profitable
customers will one day migrate to the top 20 percent.
In the meantime, banks must find inexpensive ways
to please these customers too – optimized IVR is part
of the solution. Optimized IVR provides excellent, yet
cost-effective customer service, and stellar service is
a linchpin to maintaining customer loyalty in banks.
Although banks historically are not early adopters of new
technology (approximately 70 percent to 80 percent of
a bank’s IT budget is the “lights-on” cost), they would
find increased value by investing in an optimized
IVR program, and will actually save money over the
long term as a result of their customers developing
a preference for self-service over live agents.16
As the C-Suite looks at its overall organizational
strategy in the next five years, it needs to address
the role of digital channels in retail delivery.
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WHAT BANKING
EXECS NEED TO
BE ASKING NOW
HOW WILL THESE
CHANNELS ADD VALUE
TO COMMODITIZED
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES?
HOW WILL DIGITAL
CHANNELS CHANGE
RETAIL DELIVERY?
BASED ON THIS VIEW,
WHAT IS THE ROADMAP
TO GET TO THIS FUTURE?
HOW WILL LEGACY
SYSTEMS AND WAYS
OF DOING BUSINESS
SUPPORT THIS
CHANGE?
WHO IN THE BANK
NEEDS TO MANAGE THIS

TRANSFORMATION?
HOW CAN VENDORS AND
NEW SERVICE DELIVERY
MODELS, LIKE CLOUD,
BE LEVERAGED?

?
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Today, channel ownership is spread out

Margins will become even narrower, requiring

between marketing, mobile, and call center.

banks to ensure that the channel mix is

We believe the contact center is the natural

optimized and self-service rates are high.

choice to become the owner of all channels

Competitors are emerging with different

(outside of ATM and the branch), but

business models, and they are nimble with

organizational change is needed to support

the ability to learn, change, and improve

the contact center in this strategic role.

very rapidly. The contact center is one of the

Channels won’t look the same in the

cheapest and easiest ways to earn loyalty

contact center of the future. Much smarter

of current customers and acquire new ones;

interactions will be driven by data that

but, moving from the mindset of the “contact

are in context, aligned to customer’s

center as cost center” to the “contact center

goals, and truly personalized.

as customer experience center” must occur.
The contact center must become flexible

Interactions will be more “alive” and provide

and agile to meet current and future needs.

actionable feedback. Proactive outbound
communications will help the customer
meet their goals with much less effort.

Optimized IVR provides excellent, yet
cost-effective customer service, and
stellar service is a linchpin to
maintaining customer loyalty in banks.
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Conclusion
Retails banks are facing a complex challenge of declining
revenues, floundering customer loyalty, and increased

outside pressures, including regulatory scrutiny and changing
customer demographics. In an attempt to stabilize existing
business and continue to grow it into the future, evidence
shows that banks that create exceptional customer
experiences will have a significant leg up.
When new spending is nearly impossible,

mine valuable customer data, and increase

investing in a renewed service strategy may

customer satisfaction and loyalty. Add to this

seem daunting. However, research indicates

that banks that offer intuitive, fast, and helpful

that the phone channel will continue to be

service via IVR will train their customers

key in communicating with both legacy and

to use self-service rather than opting for a

new (younger) banking clientele. Evidence

live agent, leading to significantly reduced

shows that banks that create exceptional

costs of roughly 187 percent per call.

customer experiences will have a significant
advantage stabilizing existing business

At a time when retaining customers and

and continuing to grow it into the future.

minimizing costs are paramount, intelligent IVR
systems offer retail banks a proven method

New IVR technologies allow banks to

for competitive differentiation and maintaining

create a personalized service experience,

loyalty, which will be key to survival.

At a time when retaining customers and
minimizing costs are paramount, intelligent IVR
systems offer retail banks a proven method for
competitive differentiation and maintaining
loyalty, which will be key to survival.
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